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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Select Tiara cardstock for base of layout. Print seven photos 
at 3.75”square.

2 To right side of layout, adhere photos as follows:

a.  One photo .25” from top edge and .25” from right 
edge of layout

b.  One photo .25” from top edge and 4.25” from right 
edge of layout

c.  One photo .25” from top edge and 8” from right 
edge of layout

d.  One photo .25” from bottom edge and .25” from 
right edge of layout

e.  One photo .25” from bottom edge and 8” from  
right edge of layout

3 To left side of layout, adhere a photo .25” from bottom 
edge and 8” from left edge of layout.

4 Trim On Point paper (music note side) to 4”x 4” and adhere 
.25” from top edge and 8” from left edge of layout. Adhere 
last photo to center of On Point paper.

5 Trim Beautiful paper (teal dot side) to 4”x 4” and adhere to 
open space between bottom two photos. Trim Cheer paper 
(poinsettia side) to 3.75”x 3.75” and adhere to center of 
Beautiful paper on right side of page.

6 Select a die-cut ornament from Bits & Pieces pack and use 
foam adhesive to adhere to Cheer paper square, .25” from 

top edge and .25” from left edge. Use exclusive kit stamps 
with black ink to stamp “Happiest of Holidays” in bottom 
right corner of Cheer paper.  Add date stamp, if desired.

7 Cut pink snowman journaling card from Hot Cocoa paper 
and trim to 3”x 3.5”, trimming off sentiment at bottom. 
Adhere to right side of layout, .25” from right edge and 
centered between photos. Use pinking shears to trim a 
.25”x 1.75” piece of White Dotted burlap. Adhere to top left 
edge of snowman card. Add stitching, if desired.

step-by-step instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)

MAGIC MEMORIES (24x12)
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e Select green journaling circle from Bits & Pieces pack and 
adhere atop paper strip tree as shown. Select holly die-cut 
from Bits & Pieces pack and adhere to top left of green 
journaling circle. Use green ink to lightly color a Vintage 
Paper Leaf and adhere behind holly die-cut. 

r Thread a large wood button with white twine, if desired, and 
adhere to holly die-cut as shown.  

t Adhere exclusive gold glitter title to left of Yuletide letters 
as shown. Select “tis the season” die-cut from Bits & Pieces 
pack and adhere below gold glitter title.

y Using exclusive kit stamps with Versamark in, stamp the 
word “magic” above the gold glitter title. 

u Select a sentiment die-cut from Bits & Pieces pack and 
adhere to bottom right corner of pink dotted strip on tree.

i Embellish with wood buttons and gold sprinkles as shown.

8 Select Yuletide letters for title and adhere in middle open 
space on layout. Select a red heart from Bits & Pieces pack 
and adhere to right side of title.

9 Trim a 1.25”x 7.25” strip of Merry paper (green holly side) 
and adhere to left side of layout, .25” from bottom edge. 
Trim a .75”x 7” strip of BRR paper (pink dot side) and 
adhere .25” above Merry paper. Adhere a gold tree clip to 
left edge of BRR paper.

0 Trim a 1.5”x 6” strip of White Dotted burlap and adhere 
.25” above BRR paper. Trim a .75”x 6” strip of Beautiful 
paper (teal dot side) and adhere .25” above burlap.

{ Trim a 1.5”x 4.75” strip of Holly Jolly paper (multi dot side) 
and adhere .25” above Beautiful paper. Select a sentiment 
strip from Bits & Pieces pack and adhere .25” above Holly 
Jolly paper.

} Trim a 1.25”x 3.5” strip of Oh What Fun paper (teal heart 
side) and adhere .25” above journaling strip. Trim a .25”x 3” 
strip of Joy paper (kraft dot side) and adhere .25” above Oh 
What Fun! paper. 

q Trim a .75”x 2”strip of Merry paper (plaid side) and adhere 
.25” above Joy paper. Trim a .75”x 1.25”strip of Merry paper 
(green holly side) and adhere .25” above plaid strip. Add 
stitching along all paper strips, if desired.

w Draw a star on back side of White Dotted burlap and trim 
out with scissors. Adhere to top of paper strip tree.
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1 Select Style paper (pink side) for base of 
layout. Trim a .25”x 10”strip of Joy paper 
(pink dot side) and adhere 1.25” from top 
edge and 1” from left edge.

2 Trim a .25”x 8” strip of On Point paper 
(music note side) and adhere 1.5” from 
top edge and .5” from left edge.

3 Trim a 5”x 11.5” piece of Holly Jolly paper 
(multi dot side) and adhere 1.5” from 
top edge and .25” from left edge. Add 
stitching along top edge, if desired.

4 Use the Yuletide letters as templates 
and trace three “H” and three “O” letters onto back of 
White Dotted burlap. Trim out with scissors. Adhere letters 
along bottom edge of Holly Jolly paper as shown. Adhere 
exclusive silver glitter title over burlap letters.

5 Trim the tree strip from Hot Cocoa paper and adhere along 
bottom edge of Holly Jolly paper, 1.75” from right edge of 
the layout, adding adhesive to top edge only. Trim pennant 
shapes from Hot Cocoa paper and adhere along bottom 
edge of Holly Jolly paper, tilting some pennants.

6 Select chalkboard label and adhere under bottom right 
corner of tree paper. Select red label die-cut from Bits & 
Pieces pack and adhere to left of chalkboard label as shown.

7 Trim a 4”x 5.25”  piece of Licorice Twist cardstock and 
adhere 1.5” from top edge and .25” from right edge. Add a 
3.75”x 5” photo to center of cardstock.

8	 Use	the	exclusive	kit	cut	files	to	electronically	cut	two	holly	
leaves 3” wide from Merry paper (green holly side). Layer 
together with foam adhesive and adhere to page at top left 
edge of photo, .5” from top edge.

9	 Use	the	exclusive	kit	cut	files	to	electronically	cut	two	berry	
shapes 1.25” wide from Cheer paper (red triangle side). 
Layer together with foam adhesive and adhere below holly 
leaves as shown.

0 Select pink banner from Bits & Pieces pack and adhere 
along	top	of	title.	Select	three	snowflake	die-cuts	from	Bits 
& Pieces pack and adhere to layout as shown.

{ Select green heart from Bits & Pieces pack and adhere to 
right of silver glitter title. Select small wood button and 
adhere to left of silver glitter title. 

} Fussy-cut three trees (white, pink & yellow) from Joy paper. 
Adhere white tree on left edge of title. Adhere pink and 
yellow tree near lower left corner of photo as shown.

q Sprinkle a small amount of black mist underneath the 
pennant shapes on the bottom left side of layout.

w Add large button under photo as shown. Embellish layout 
with gold sprinkles. 

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step layout instructions 

BELIEVE (12x12)
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1 Trim a 4”x 5.25” piece of Joy paper (kraft dot side). Trim 
a .25”x 2.5” strip of pink pattern from the “hello snow” 
journaling card on Hot Cocoa paper. Trim out the “brr” 
journaling card from Hot Cocoa paper. Adhere pink strip 
and journaling card to Joy paper as shown. Add two mini 
staples on left side, if desired.

2 Trim a 4”x 2.5” piece of Lily White cardstock and tear 
the top edge. Adhere to bottom of Joy paper, applying 
adhesive to edges only so the cardstock serves as a pocket 
for gift card. Add stitching around outer edge, if desired. 

3 Use the exclusive kit stamps with pink ink to stamp “tis 
the season” sentiment in bottom right corner of white 
cardstock. Use dimensional adhesive to adhere piece to 
card base.

4 Select green banner from Bits & Pieces pack and adhere to 
card, .75” from top edge of Joy paper.

5 Fussy-cut four trees (dark pink, aqua, white & light pink) 
from Joy paper. Cut two small triangles 1.5” tall from White 
Dotted burlap.

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step card instructions

NO PEEKING CARD (4.25x5.5)

holiday greetings

6 Use glue dots to adhere burlap trees and dimensional 
adhesive to adhere fussy-cut trees along torn edge of white 
cardstock as shown. Avoid using adhesive near torn edge of 
cardstock to keep pocket accessible.

7 Embellish with gold sprinkles as shown.

8 Add a gift card to the 
pocket before 
sending card!
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Nicole Nowosad
is a working mom from 

Winnipeg, Manitoba 

where she lives with her 

husband, two sons and 

one daughter. She began 

scrapbooking about 15 

years ago while planning 

her wedding. 

Nicole’s style is constantly evolving, but her scrap-

book pages always feature tons of pattern and colour. 

Her favorite products are large fonts, her Silhouette 

die cutter and patterned paper, and she uses all of 

these regularly in her designs.

Nicole has been published in Scrapbook & Cards 

Today Magazine, Scrapbook Trends and Canadian 

Scrapbooker Magazine. She is also the owner and 

designer of Just Nick Cut Files, which features unique 

and	modern	digital	cut	file	designs.	

See more of Nicole’s work at:

www.justnicks.blogspot.com

designer & kit cut files

To download these exclusive City Sidewalks 
electronic	cut	files,	please	visit: 
www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctwinter16-city-sidewalks
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   ONLINE
BONUS

If cabin fever is setting in, we have the cure for
your wintertime blues! Our spring kits will debut  

March 1, 2017 so be sure and check the  
website for your first look!
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